Spin glasses are a fascinating but highly complex magnetic state of matter, traditionally investigated in materials with a random distribution of exchange interactions. Intricately linked to spin frustration and disorder, spin glasses exhibit no long-range order and exude aging phenomena, distinguishing them from quantum spin liquids. Here we report a new type of noncollinear spin glass state, a so-called spin-Q glass, surprisingly observable in crystalline metallic neodymium. Using spin-polarized scanning tunnelling microscopy combined with ab initio calculations and atomistic spin-dynamics simulations, we visualize the variations in atomic-scale non-collinear order and its response to magnetic field and temperature. We quantify the aging phenomena relating the glassy behaviour to the crystalline symmetry and the energy landscape.
Spin glasses are one of the more intriguing, but least understood magnetic states of matter [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . In stark contrast to ferromagnets or antiferromagnets, which form a long-range ordered state when cooled, spin glasses form a state characterized by seemingly random and uncorrelated magnetic patterns. In this way, the amorphous-like magnetization pattern in spin glasses may be compared to the amorphous structure of glasses, like silicon dioxide, which exhibit local structural correlations but lack a long-range ordered state. Spin glass behaviour has recently spurred keen interest in many fields, ranging from iron-based superconductors 6 to theoretical machine learning 4, 5, 7 , and it has been suggested to be relevant in quantum topological excitations [8] [9] [10] . Moreover, the concept of glassiness has impact far beyond condensed matter, involving e.g. the theory of biological evolution 11, 12 , proteins and polymers 13 , and cosmology 14 . Spin glasses are characterized by a glass transition temperature and are furthermore distinguished by the phenomenon known as aging. Namely, the magnetic state depends on its history, driven by a distribution of distinctive spin-relaxation processes with time scales spanning many orders of magnitude 4, 5 . Aging also distinguishes spin glasses from so-called quantum spin liquids 15 or spin ices 16 , which remain disordered down to zero temperature due to quantum fluctuations and lack of memory. The paradigm of such complex magnets involves magnetic frustration, derived from geometry or competing interactions, but unlike for spin liquids, disorder is traditionally also considered necessary to drive nonergodic behaviour in spin glasses.
There is still no clear understanding when spin glass behaviour can arise in magnetic materials. The most commonly debated models 1, [3] [4] [5] describe randomly distributed spins with long-range magnetic interactions of alternating ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic coupling, like that seen in prototypical materials such as dilute magnetic alloys 1, 17 . In the thermodynamic limit, this is characterized by a hierarchical energy landscape with infinitely many local energy minima separated by energy barriers of multiple heights so that there is a broad distribution of transition times between different minima [3] [4] [5] 18 . This results in an absence of local and long-range order. It is commonly believed that disorder is a key ingredient, in addition to competing magnetic interactions, to realize spin glass behaviour. There is, however, a concept of self-induced glassiness introduced initially for the stripe glass behaviour in high-temperature superconductors 19, 20 and later developed for magnets 21, 22 . Within this picture, it has been recently theorized that competing interactions alone can lead to the glassy state, even in the absence of external disorder.
Here we show that single-crystalline elemental neodymium exhibits a new type of spin glass behaviour in the absence of extrinsic disorder. Utilizing spin-polarized scanning tunnelling microscopy of the Nd (0001) surface, the magnetic state is found to exhibit local non-collinear magnetic order while lacking a longrange ordered state. This local order is defined by a spectral distribution of degenerate magnetic wave vectors, or Q states, which varies spatially. We probe the response of this so-called spin-Q glass to applied magnetic fields and variable temperature, to quantify its aging behaviour and energy landscape.
Harnessing ab initio methods and simulations, we quantify the competing long-range magnetic interactions and the favourable Q states, illustrating that this unconventional glassy behaviour results from valley-like pockets of degenerate Q states as proposed for self-induced spin glasses 21, 22 . Our findings not only suggest that glassy behaviour and aging can be found in systems with crystalline order, but also unravels an unresolved debate about the magnetic ground state of elemental neodymium that has challenged scientists for several decades.
Atomic-scale visualization of the spin-Q glass state
To characterize the atomic-scale magnetization, we utilize spin-polarized scanning tunnelling microscopy and spectroscopy (SP-STM/SP-STS) 23 and probe the surface of thick films of Nd(0001) grown on W(110) ( Supplementary Fig. 1 ). Here, we image the surface, at low temperature, in constant-current mode at two characteristic voltages that are related to the energies of the exchange-split surface state 24, 25 , and we consider the subtracted image ( Supplementary Fig. 2 ). We utilize an out-of-plane sensitive antiferromagnetic Cr probe, which relates the contrast variations of the image directly to the z-projection (i.e., the c-axis in the dhcp structure) of the magnetization, which we refer to as the magnetization image (Fig. 1a,d, Supplementary Fig. 2d ). The magnetization images of the surface reveal strong and clear short-range magnetic order with periodicities varying from = 0.9 -4.5 nm, oriented along or near the high-symmetry axes. These atomic-scale variations are directly related to local non-collinear magnetic order, with varying periodicities depending on spatial location, defined by a superposition of local magnetic wave vectors 2 / (Fig. 1d,e ; Supplementary Fig. 3-4) . Remarkably, while clear shortrange order can be seen, defined by a local multi-Q state, there is no observable long-range ordered state found for any of the probed experimental conditions.
In order to better visualize the variations of local multi-Q order, we consider reciprocal-space images via Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the real-space magnetization images, which we refer to as Q-space images. A signature of the lack of long-range order and competing short-range order can be directly visualized by the smeared and broadly distributed spectral weight in various regions in Q space (Fig. 1b) .
Similarly, Q-space images can be produced from smaller spatial regions defined by a sharpened and characteristic spectral weight of Q vectors ( . Utilizing this information, we plot a schematic of out-of-plane projected magnetization with respect to the atomic lattice ( Fig. 1e) for the two regions shown in Fig. 1d with the defined Q vectors from these Q-pockets. The corresponding Q-space images are a direct visualization of the multi-Q nature acquired over the spatial area of the given images, and they provide a quantitative comparison to previous neutron diffraction studies [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . The spectral weight around these pockets, as well as blurring of the intensity of the Q states (Fig. 1b) is a first indication of the glassy nature of the magnetic state, and very reminiscent of spin-based analogues of stripe or checkerboard order in strongly correlated compounds 33 .
In order to illuminate the concept of a spin-Q glass, we first qualitatively illustrate the energy landscape in Q-space images for a spin-Q glass in comparison to a ferromagnet (Fig. 2) . A long-range ordered state can be related to a global minimum in Q space 23, 34, 35 , where a single-domain ferromagnetic state is equivalent to a Q = 0 global minimum (Fig. 2a) . In contrast, a spin-Q glass is distinguished by the existence of flat valleys defined by a distribution of many local minima, i.e. Q-pockets, at finite Q values (Fig. 2b) . Broad Q-pockets lead to a lack of a preferentially long-range ordered state. Instead, there are only local regions defined by a spectral weight of mixed Q vectors within the given pockets, and different regions exhibit random distributions of this spectral weight (see colour image in Fig. 2b ). This is distinct from the behaviour observed in multi-Q states for thin 3d transition metal films, which show well-ordered domains 36 . Within the concept of self-induced glassiness for spins, such pockets may result from a strong competition of magnetic interactions, leading to strongly degenerate states 21, 22 .
Theoretical analysis of the magnetic landscape of Nd(0001)
In order to analyse the origin of the spin-Q glass state in Nd(0001) and its unique and unexpected magnetic patterns not found in any other magnetic metal
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, we utilize ab initio calculations to quantify and understand the exchange interactions and the energy landscape in Q space of bulk Nd. This element resides in a dhcp structure, whose importance on the magnetic exchange interactions is visualized in Fig.   3a . The calculated exchange interactions for bulk Nd are shown for both the dhcp and a hypothetical hcp structure. We note the minute energy difference between these crystal structures, resulting from the large similarities in atomic arrangement. The distance dependence in the hcp structure illustrates a prototypical behaviour with ferromagnetic nearest neighbour interactions and an oscillating RKKY-like interaction at large distances, as seen for e.g. for Gd 38, 39 . In contrast, the dhcp structure has a significantly different behaviour: at shorter range the interactions are significantly weaker and primarily antiferromagnetic, while at larger distances RKKY interaction sets in. This leads to strong competing magnetic interactions in Nd, which creates conditions for frustrated magnetism and/or spin-glass behaviour.
In order to clarify the impact of the calculated exchange interactions in the dhcp structure of Nd, we evaluate the magnetic energy landscape by means of single-Q spin spirals, i.e. magnetic structures that can be parametrized by a single wave vector. For this purpose, we calculate the energy of helical spin spirals. Using the calculated magnetic exchange interactions from Fig. 3a , we parametrize an effective Heisenberg spin Hamiltonian from which the energy E(Q) of the single-Q spirals is then calculated (Fig.   3b ). The energy-landscape exploration was performed by fixing the z-component Qz and then sweeping over Qx and Qy in the first Brillouin zone (BZ) ( Supplementary Fig. 5-6 ). In Fig. 3b , we present the single-Q energy landscape for all possible Qx and Qy combinations in the cell spanned by the dhcp reciprocal lattice vectors for the case when Qz = 2/c, which corresponds to the configuration with the lowest single-Q energy. This choice of Qz corresponds to a 90 rotation of the moments in adjacent atomic layers within the dhcp unit cell. The Q-dependent energy is colour-coded such that red (blue) regions correspond to spin spirals with low (high) energy. This visualization illustrates the complex energy landscape of Nd, as exemplified by the broad and flat dark-red ring-like structure. Instead of a distinct, six-fold degenerate set of strong energy minima that could be expected for a spin-spiral magnet on a hexagonal lattice, the red ring structure shows that the energy barriers between global and local minima in this region of the BZ are very small. In addition, high-energy local minima, or pockets (in red) are distributed with hexagonal symmetry, just inside the BZ, while another low-energy valley-like structure goes along the BZ boundary. We note that magnetic anisotropy is not considered here, and we expect that it will bias the ring structure toward the high-symmetry directions, creating pockets akin to those seen in the experiments. Thus, Fig. 3b illustrates that the energy landscape of Nd has several broad Qpockets, which supports the formation of the experimentally observed spin-Q glass structure. The presence of strongly competing interactions leading to a glass-like energy landscape in Q space is a key manifestation of the concept of self-induced glassines [19] [20] [21] .
In addition to the single-Q energy-landscape explorations, we have also employed Monte Carlo and Atomistic Spin Dynamics (ASD) simulations in order to find the ground-state magnetic structure. From these simulations, we obtain real-space spin structures as well as the static correlation function S(Q), which can be compared directly with the experimental Q-space images. In Fig.   3c , we present the simulated peaks of S(Q) in comparison with (i) the observed range of spectral weight from the Q-pockets QA, QB and QC in the SP-STM experiments (Bz = 0), for both pristine zero-field cooled samples and samples after being exposed to magnetic field), and (ii) reported neutron diffraction data 29, 31 .
In comparison, the SP-STM and neutron diffraction data agree well with the simulated results in regions of lower Q values. This agreement indicates that the surface-derived measurements are significantly coupled to the bulk magnetic properties. The simulations also provide distinct correlation functions at the Brillouin zone boundary, which so far have not been detected experimentally.
Magnetic field evolution of the spin-Q glass state
Next, we experimentally characterize the response of the magnetization to external magnetic fields. Outof-plane field dependence is illustrated in Fig. 4 for a few chosen fields up to Bz = 7 T at T = 1.3 K (Supplementary Figs. 9-10 ). The application of magnetic field should favour states with smaller Q, eventually leading to a preferential Q state near the zone center 34, 40 , when the Zeeman energy exceeds the local exchange energy. However, magnetic imaging of a given area at variable magnetic field is contrary to this intuition. At increasing magnetic fields, no distinct Q state becomes favourable, with the spectral weight strongly broadening along high-symmetry directions toward higher Q (Fig. 4g) . The magnetic order is sensitive to fields on the order of Bz = 0.5 T, illustrating the degeneracy driven by the Qpockets, while at the highest applied fields (Bz = 7 T;) there is no distinct Q state, demonstrating the strong local exchange energy. Moreover, the application of in-plane fields reveals similar behaviour:
favourable Q states collapse onto an axis related to the direction of the applied field, but with a significant smearing of the spectral weight along one particular axis ( Supplementary Fig. 11 ). We note that the fielddependent behaviour seen here cannot be attributed to the picture of local domains, as there are neither clear domain boundaries that can be traced in magnetic field, nor a repeating or favourable Q-structure.
We note that magnetostriction effects should saturate beyond 1 T, at the measured temperature, as previously reported 41 .
Aging of the spin-Q glass state
While field-dependent imaging illustrates the degeneracy within the Q-pockets, the distinguishing property of a spin glass is the observation of aging. Aging can be described by the existence of multiple relaxation time scales, leading to a magnetization state that never fully relaxes 17 . To monitor the evolution of the ground state, we repeatedly apply the following procedure: (i) sweep up the magnetic field (max |Bz| = 7 T) for a finite time, (ii) reduce the magnetic field to zero, (iii) image the zero-field state of the same area.
After field-dependent cycling, the zero-field magnetic state at T = 1.3 K illustrates sequential redistributions in the spectral weight within and between the various Q-pockets ( Fig. 5a -g; Supplementary Fig. 12 ; { , , } after Bz = {4, -4, 7} T). The overall tendency is that the angular distribution of the spectral weight sharpens along the high-symmetry axes, while it broadens along the Q axis within all three Q-pockets, and there is a redistribution between QA, QB and QC (Fig. 5g) . Moreover, the system never reverts to the initial zero-field cooled state or a singularly defined Q state, nor does it favour a periodicity defined by a region with a particular Q-state distribution. These points rule out that fielddependent cycling can be understood as the evolution of a favourable domain. To rule out hysteretic effects, we also performed field sweeps at positive and negative fields, but there is no clear correlation between such subsequent conditions, nor any correlation with local defects on the surface. We note that similar aging effects can be seen at different temperatures ( Fig. 5h ), as we detail below, as well as with the application of an in-plane field ( Supplementary Fig. 13 ).
The evolution of intermittent spectral weight distributions frozen after subsequent field-sweep cycles is a signature of slow aging dynamics as well as a hierarchy of states separated by small energies. In contrast, the application of temperature illustrates the presence of fast dynamics concomitant with slow relaxation dynamics. At T = 4.2 K the spectral weight within the QA pockets "melts" away ( Fig. 5h) , and the associated long-wavelength pattern is no longer visible in comparison to images of the same area at Supplementary Fig. 14) . The loss of spectral intensity in the QA pockets is most likely due to the fact that our imaging method is too slow to resolve the increased fluctuations of the magnetization states within the QA pockets, which are thermally activated at this temperature. Nevertheless, we observe similar slow aging behaviour after application of magnetic field at T = 4.2 K for the other Q-pockets as seen at lower temperatures for exactly the same sample area ( Fig. 5h and Supplementary Fig. 14) . While it is unclear how to describe the dynamical behaviour of the magnetization, the presence of multiple relaxation times clearly exemplifies the glassy behaviour in neodymium, analogous to aging effects seen in metallic alloys 3, 17 . Counterintuitively, the application of higher temperature leads to more well-defined Q states 
Discussion
We have demonstrated that the magnetic ground state of elemental neodymium is a spin-Q glass. We have observed aging, that is, glassiness, in an elemental magnetic solid that lacks chemical or extrinsic
disorder. This represents the first direct experimental confirmation of the concept of self-induced glassiness 21 . Moreover, the coexistence of short-range order exhibited by multi-Q pockets along with aging behaviour in a material without extrinsic disorder cannot be captured by traditional theoretical descriptions of spin glasses 1, 2 . It remains to be understood what is particularly special about the interplay between crystal structure and electronic properties in Nd that leads to this exotic behaviour, necessitating a deeper theoretical understanding of the role of electron correlation effects, the possible influence of the surface, as well as the interplay between spin and orbital degrees of freedom. The conclusions drawn here resolve the long-standing debate about the magnetic state of Nd: the various reported multi-Q transitions as a function of temperature can be understood within a picture of multiple minima in Q space with different depths, which can be thermally activated. Likewise, the establishment of spin-Q glass order raises the question of the dynamical behaviour of spins, via the variation in local relaxation times, and if this may be material platforms to explore exotic topological quasiparticles similar to fractons [10] [11] [12] or for brain-inspired hardware 7, 42 . The example here expands our views on magnetic states of matter, necessitating numerous further experimental and theoretical investigation in order to understand the emergence of aging behaviour in magnetic systems. sample was subsequently annealed at 700°C, resulting in large island formation (diameter > 150 nm). All the measurements were performed on the islands that show the exchange-split surface state 24, 44 . Realspace magnetization images were acquired using the WSxM software, and FFTs were calculated using MATLAB.
Methods
The theoretical calculations have been performed using combined ab initio density functional theory , inverted grey scale). Increasing magnetic field does not favour a low Q state, nor exhibits the favourability of any Q state, illuminated by the broadening of the spectral weight in the various pockets. (g) Line-cuts along Γ -M of Q-space images with finer intervals of increasing Bz. The spectral distribution becomes smeared out within the given pockets leading to no well-defined long-range periodicity at the highest Bz. (0001) ................................................................................................................................. ........................................................................................................................... 16   References ............................................................................................................................................. 
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Growth of Nd(0001) islands and spin contrast
Measurements were performed on epitaxial islands of Nd (0001) ) and flashing at T = 2400 °C, as described in Ref. 1 . W(110) surfaces that showed insignificant contamination of oxygen or carbon were used for subsequent Nd growth, as done previously in temperature-dependent experiments 2, 3 . The Nd source material was purchased from AMES laboratory (www.ameslab.org; purity 4N), and sublimated from a crucible in an electron-beam evaporator. The source was thoroughly and repeatedly degassed in UHV to desorb excess oxygen and hydrogen contamination, and subsequently used for growth. Nd was deposited onto the W(110) kept at room temperature, and subsequently annealed at T = 700 °C for 15 minutes. is unusual compared to other lanthanide metals 6 , which is another signature of strong local correlations in Nd. 7 We note that the narrow peak at EF has been seen on other lanthanides as well 2, 3, 5 , i.e., there is no connections to the spin-Q glass behaviour only found in Nd so far. Comparing spectra at T = 1.3 K and T = 40 mK, this resonance narrows at lower temperature. Also, we do not see this feature strongly change in magnetic field. Therefore, we believe this feature is most likely related to a van Hove singularity.
In order to acquire spin contrast, we utilize a Cr bulk tip 8 , which we prepare by tip pulsing until achieving an optimal out-of-plane contrast (ref. ). We note that we can sometimes observe probes with a canted magnetization, but we have never observed probes with only a pure in-plane and stable magnetization.
Constant-current SP-STM images near either peak of the exchange-split surface state using out-of-plane ).
tips show the expected magnetic patterns in real space (Fig S2b, c) as well as in the FFT (Fig. S2f, g ), as described in the main paper. Topographic effects due to subsurface defects are nearly identical at both imaging biases, while the magnetic contrast is nearly fully inverted. This is due to the fact that in the tunneling energy window defined by the applied bias, there is a bulk symmetry gap in the centre of the surface-projected Brillouin zone. Thus, tunneling almost exclusively happens between the tip and the highly spin-polarized surface state, i.e., out of the majority state at negative sample bias and into the minority state at positive sample bias, respectively.
10,11
For the magnetization images in the main manuscript, we acquired SP-STM images at VS = 200 mV and VS = -150 mV, respectively (Fig S2b, c) , and subsequently subtracted them from each other (Fig S2d) . Below, we illustrate that the overall changes of the FFT patterns in magnetic field for the individual SP-STM images taken at each surface state energy (Fig. S2f-h ), are nearly identical to the subtracted magnetization images (cf. Fig. S10 ). We ).
Variation in local order and Q-state distribution
Magnetization images show a spatially dependent spectral weight of Q states, as illustrated in the FFT in Fig. 1b of the main manuscript. In Fig. S3 , we utilize inverse FFT filtering at each identified Q-pocket and plot the resultant magnetization images, where the overall intensity is related to the contribution of the selected Q states. The images illustrate that the large variation in spectral weight of each of the Qpockets and that the underlying local order has various contributions from the named Q-pockets as schematically illustrated in Fig. 2b .
In Fig. 1c of the main paper, we show line-cuts of FFTs taken from smaller regions of the large-scale image illustrated in Fig. 1a . Each of these regions, plotted in Fig. S4 , primarily shows one type of distribution of Q states. 1D FFT line-cuts were produced by first taking a line profile along the highsymmetry directions, flattening the data by subtracting a linear baseline, and utilizing a Savitzky-Golay filter with 7-9 neighbours in order to reduce the background noise.
Spin simulations and Q-state energetics
The spin simulations presented in the main manuscript have been performed using both Monte Carlo simulations (MC) and atomistic spin dynamics simulations (ASD). Both methods use the parameterized spin Hamiltonian ∑ ⋅ based on unit vector spins ei and exchange couplings Jij calculated from DFT. The ground state of the two methods is the same, and for equilibrium properties the methods can be used interchangeably. The ASD methodology gives a correct description of the timescale for the dynamical processes in the system and thus a possibility to control the rates of relaxation processes. For the MC simulations we used the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm 12 to obtain states as close to the ground state as possible. Given the glassy nature of the system, the efficiency of this procedure depends strongly on the relaxation protocol, i.e. how the temperature is varied during the simulations.
The ASD simulations are performed by evaluating the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation of motion for each atomic moment mi in the effective site-dependent field Bi according to where  is the Gilbert damping parameter that determines the rate of dissipation of energy from the spin system. Thermal effects are included in the ASD method by means of Langevin dynamics where a stochastic noise term is added to the effective magnetic field Bi. All simulations were done with the UppASD software 13 and the algorithms used are given in full detail in Ref.
14 .
For the correlation functions displayed in Fig. 3c in the main manuscript we followed a simulated cooling protocol where the temperature was decreased from T = 20 K (which is above the ordering temperature)
with steps of ΔT = 5 K while performing 10 ). This is analogous to an inverse Fourier transform of the selected Q vectors, with the difference that for the construction of the spirals used for the images in Fig. 1e , the magnetization of the resulting multi-Q spin-spirals were rescaled so that the norm of the magnetization was kept constant.
A proper linear combination of single-Q spirals would otherwise result in longitudinal fluctuations, i.e.
changes of the local magnetic moment magnitudes, but in order to stay consistent with our unit-vector based Hamiltonian we here enforced constant moment magnitudes.
Periodicity of the spin-spiral energy landscape
The single-Q spin spiral energy landscape E(Q), which is presented in while the moments on the hexagonal sublattices are coloured blue, i.e., using the same colour representation as the crystal structure displayed in Fig. 3a in the main manuscript.
Decomposition of the simulated magnetic structure for various Q vectors
The schematic magnetization images shown in stay consistent with our unit-vector based Hamiltonian, we here enforced constant moment magnitudes.
In Fig. S7 , we illustrate the resultant site-dependent magnetization for various Q vectors taken from the calculation illustrated in Fig. 3 in the main manuscript.
As a supplement to the schematic picture in Fig. 2b in the main manuscript, we have simulated a quenching, i.e. a rapid cooling of the system going from T = 7 K to T = 0 K, using Metropolis MC simulations (Fig. S8) . The quenching protocol ensures a correct description of the long-range magnetic ). All images are plotted with the same contrast. ). Inplane magnetic field is rotated 15º with respect to the y-axis of the STM images (cf. arrow in (e)). The sign of the magnetic field value defines the direction of the field. (i) Line-cuts along -of Q-space images. magnetic fields applied close to one of the basal high-symmetry directions. [16] [17] [18] At intermediate fields, a variation in spectral weight is observed, similar to the out-of-plane experiments. This spectral weight broadens in higher applied fields, as illustrated by the line cuts shown in Fig. S11 . We note here that due to the high defect density, the FFTs of this region are noisier in comparison to the out-of-plane data.
Aging in Nd(0001)
The distinguishing feature of spin glasses is the presence of aging dynamics. The most traditional definition of aging, as inspired by experimental evidence, is characterized by magnetization states which never fully relax resulting from the presence of multiple relaxation time scales, regardless of the waiting time. This relaxation behaviour can span many orders of magnitude in time, as exemplified by the magnetic alloys such as Cu-Mn 19, 20 , which exhibits glassy dynamics below a particular freezing temperature above which the material is paramagnetic. field back to zero and re-imaging the same area afterward. Our typical sweep rates are on the order of 225mT/min for all measurements made at T = 1.3 K. Each of the subsequent magnetization images illustrates a seemingly random change in the spectral weight of Q states within a given spatial region.
We also see aging behaviour for applied in-plane magnetic fields. Fig. S13 illustrates a region measured at T = 40 mK. We note that in the pristine state (Fig. S13a) , there are predominately Q-states along one orientation. As this area was imaged near an edge of the island, we suggest that strain might have locked the Q states into this direction during the initial zero-field cool-down of the sample. However, after applying an in-plane field sweep, the Q states completely randomize their orientation (Fig. S13b) , uninfluenced by the step edge. This illustrates the negligible impact of the island edges to the energy landscape. After subsequent in-plane field sweeps, we see similar behaviour as in out-of-plane fields, in which the spectral weight randomizes and shows no preferential distribution. Moreover, to compare the behaviour at T = 40 mK with the above data taken at T = 1.3 K, we also performed a field sweep in an ).
out-of-plane field, on the same area (Fig. S13e) , and observe the same aging behaviour that is illustrated in the main manuscript. Therefore, we conclude that the aging behaviour is independent of the applied field direction.
Temperature dependence of spin-Q glass state Fig. S14 illustrates some of the temperature-dependent data, whose line-cuts are shown in Fig. 5h of the main manuscript, including the magnetic field dependence and resultant aging at T = 4.2 K. Comparison of magnetization images taken at T = 1.3 K and T = 4.2 K, in the pristine state, shows that the spectral weight in the QA region is strongly reduced when going to higher temperature. The reduced intensity at low Q values is most likely due to the bandwidth of our measurement (~7 kHz), suggesting that the order around the QA pockets fluctuates faster than our time resolution in STM imaging, leading to a reduced intensity. Imaging the same region at T = 4.2 K in out-of-plane magnetic fields illustrates the same trends in the spectral weight in other regions of Q-space similar to the observations at T = 1.3 K. Namely, the spectral weight broadens along the other pockets without the appearance of any favourable Q state.
Likewise, aging behaviour is seen for these Q-pockets, similar to the behaviour seen at lower temperature, illustrating that there are multiple relaxation time` scales present ( Fig. S14b and Fig. S14i ).
Previous neutron diffraction data illustrates the emergence of new Q states with decreasing temperature, starting at T < 19.9 K, down to T = 1.8 K. Similarly, we performed temperature-dependent measurements.
At T = 7 K (Fig. S15) , we observe primarily Q states at high Q values with an absence of longer-range ordered states as observed at T = 1.3 K. Images of the same region at T = 40 mK illustrate a behaviour similar to that observed at T = 1.3 K, with the emergence of spectral weight in the QA pockets which are absent in images at T = 7 K. Moreover, we note that we do not observe any new Q states at T = 40 mK, in comparison to images taken at T = 1.3 K, suggesting that either the system is completely frozen into a finite number of Q-states, or that fluctuations persist down to lower temperature, inhibiting certain Qstates to freeze.
Effects of bulk defects
In Fig. 5i of the main manuscript, we illustrated the overall effect of defects on the spectral weight of Q states, where the magnetization images utilized are displayed in Fig. S13 . The comparison between the dirty (Fig. S16a ) and the clean (Fig. S16b) sample illustrates the overall trend for higher densities of point defects. The presence of defects leads to the loss of spectral weight at low Q-values concomitant with the pinning of Q states at higher Q values. Hence, a key signature of the glassy energy landscape in Nd is the emergence of spectral weight of more Q states with reduced defect density, with the simultaneous reduction of long-range correlations. This observation substantiates that the glassy behaviour of Nd is novel and different from previously known spin glasses, where extrinsic disorder is a key component. In contrast, observation of the glassy state in Nd requires the absence of disorder illustrating the role of selfinduced behaviour driven by competing interactions. In order to reduce the defect density, our Nd source was outgassed for prolonged periods of time at elevated temperatures. ). The surface shows fewer but more welldefined Q states at T = 7 K. The absence of spectral weight in the QA pocket at higher temperature is similar to the observation at T = 4.2 K.
